Beckman Sets the P/ACE for Automated Electrophoretic Separations...

The modular P/ACE™ System 2000 offers optional PC control for record archiving, link-up with mainframe LIMS-type system, and transfer to a program for publication-quality output. System Gold™ Chromatography Software provides easy-to-use data acquisition, integration and manipulation.

The P/ACE™ System 2000 from Beckman is designed for today and tomorrow. A modular system, P/ACE leads the evolution of capillary electrophoresis.

A removable detector allows multiple future detection options. Interchangeable cartridges let you change capillaries in minutes. Temperature control provides unmatched reproducibility. And sealed vials minimize sample evaporation. All unique to P/ACE. Unique too—the surprisingly affordable price.

Keep P/ACE with the latest in electrophoretic separation techniques! And achieve rapid success separating proteins, peptides, synthetic oligonucleotides, DNA fragments, and more. Call 800/742-2345, or write to Beckman Instruments, Inc., Spinco Division, Customer Service Department, 1050 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94304. Offices in major cities worldwide.

BECKMAN
ASYST™ SOFTWARE FOR DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS.

CALL 1-800-348-0033 FOR A FREE DEMO DISK.

MORE INTEGRATED POWER THAN ANY OTHER SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE PROGRAM.

Now your PC can do it all — A/D, D/A and digital data acquisition, IEEE-488 and RS-232 control, sophisticated analysis and graphics — with just one integrated scientific software tool: ASYST. With ASYST and quality acquisition and control hardware from the vendors listed below (and the list is growing), your PC can become a complete scientific workstation.

ASYST supports acquisition and control hardware from:

Advantech
ANALOG DEVICES
ParC
Burr-Brown
CEC
CONTEC
DATA TRANSLATION

EG&G
PARC
ICS ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
LOtech
KEITHLEY DAC
KEITHLEY METRABYTE
KineticSystems Corporation
LeCroy
ZIATECH CORPORATION

GET THE ASYST ADVANTAGE.

View your data as you acquire it, and reduce it as you proceed. Control entire experiments with a single command. With ASYST you get peak performance from your hardware and seamless access to advanced analysis and custom graphics.

It's no wonder that ASYST is already in use worldwide for applications ranging from automotive testing to biomedical research to modeling satellite communications.

ALL YOU NEED OR ALL YOUR MONEY BACK.

There's no risk: get your free demo disk for a quick overview, or use our 30-day no risk evaluation to give ASYST a test drive on your own application. So call today!
More sophisticated research tools are necessary today to help achieve a better understanding of cancer. The better the tools, the more effectively you can build your knowledge base.

Du Pont now offers OncoMouse™ ras transgenic animal, the first *in vivo* model to contain an activated oncogene. OncoMouse predictably develops neoplasms within months, allowing you to realize meaningful results in a fraction of the time.

And Du Pont can help keep you at the leading edge with other products for oncogene research:

- antibodies and probes for *ras*
- RNA probes and transcription templates for *myc* and *neu*

For more information about research tools to help you build your knowledge base in cancer, call us at 1-800-551-2121. Or write the Du Pont Company, G-51664, P16-2120, Wilmington, DE 19880-0016.

Better things for better living
"Recovering and purifying trace amounts of protein is surprisingly easy"

Chromatographers speak out about the Gilson Auto-Prep HPLC system

The Gilson Auto-Prep HPLC system has one pump for mobile phase delivery, another for repetitive sample injection. And that, according to a chromatographer in radiation oncology and cancer research, makes it surprisingly easy to recover trace amounts of protein from complex sample matrices. Repetitive injection of small volumes of sample allows the use of high-efficiency analytical or semi-prep columns for high throughput, excellent resolution, and very pure fractions.

"Analytical and prep run results are reproducible"
After method development with an analytical system, many labs switch to preparative scale sample purification. Or switch back and forth to perform purity checks. With Gilson HPLC pumps, you simply replace the pump head to change the flow rate. Eight interchangeable pump heads offer flow rates as high as 200 ml/min.

"It's a compact system that saves bench space"
The Gilson Auto-Prep system is made up of modular components. The basic system stack, including the detector and pumping modules, has a footprint of about one square foot. And the 201 fraction collector offers 120-tube capacity in an equally compact space.

"Upgrading to gradient analysis was easy"
The modular design that makes our systems easy to fit on a crowded bench also makes it easy to upgrade the system. Going from isocratic to gradient with the Auto-Prep system simply requires the addition of pumping modules and, when necessary, a controller. All components from the original system are used, so none of your initial investment is lost.

To hear more, contact us today
We'll start by sending you a data sheet on this and other Gilson HPLC systems. Then, if you'd like, we'll put you in touch with some of the researchers we've been talking to. You can ask them yourself about the performance of the Gilson Auto-Prep HPLC system. Just mark the reader service number below. Or call us toll-free at 800-445-7661 (In Wisconsin call 608-836-1551).

Gilson Medical Electronics, Inc., Box 27, 3000 W. Beltline Hwy., Middleton, WI 53562 USA, Tel: 608-836-1551, TLX: 26-5478, FAX: 608-831-4451
Gilson Medical Electronics (France) S.A., 72 rue Gambetta, B.P. No. 45, 95400 Villiers-le-Bel, France, Tel: (33) 1 39.90.54.41, TLX: 606682, FAX (33) 1 39.94.51.83
Announcing...

HUMAN GENOME II
October 22-24, 1990
Town & Country Hotel
San Diego, CA

The Second Annual Conference on the largest biological project ever contemplated, is set for October 22-24, 1990, in San Diego, CA. It is "The International Conference" dedicated to the status and future of research on the human genome.

Co-chairmen
Charles R. Cantor, Ph.D.
Director of Human Genome Center
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
James D. Watson, Ph.D.
Director, National Center for
Human Genome Research
National Institute of Health

Sponsored By
SCIENCE MAGAZINE
A Publication of the American Association for the Advancement of Science
and
The Human Genome Organization (HUGO)

The Conference will continue to build on the success of Human Genome I which attracted over 900 scientific researchers, 32 renowned presentors from around the world, and 80 commercial exhibitors creating an atmosphere of incredible knowledge. The exhibition and scientific presentations were regarded as "invaluable" to genetic researchers and companies currently involved with the human genome project. With a complete new line up of speakers, Human Genome II promises to deliver exciting new research and developments for the 1990's.

Organized by
SCHERAGO ASSOCIATES, INC.
A Professional Conference Organizer
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036
Tel: (212) 730-1050 • Fax: (212) 382-1921

For a free copy of the Human Genome I Abstract/Program Book, Contact Scherago Associates. Material on Human Genome II will be available after March 1990.
The unique Safety Key for MultiDrive™ XL prevents overloading instrument systems and ensures your personal safety.

Power alone isn’t the key

It’s how power is channeled and controlled that makes the difference.

With 30 years’ experience in electrophoresis we’ve learned what a difference it can make when power settings are optimized and accurately controlled. With you in mind, we incorporated all this experience into one power supply: MultiDrive XL.

Versatile and easy to program.

MultiDrive XL can power most electrophoretic techniques including isoelectric focusing, SDS-PAGE, DNA sequencing and blotting. You can choose either the MANUAL or PROGRAM mode to run your experiments.

Accurate and reproducible.

With its perfect memory, MultiDrive XL will accurately control even your most sophisticated methods. And you can use volthour or milliampere-hour integration to compensate automatically for differences in gel thickness and ionic strength or temperature.

P.S. The real power is in your results.

Safe.

The most important key to a successful electrophoresis experiment is still your personal safety. You can always expect to find the best safety features in all our power supplies.

For more information consult your Pharmacia LKB representative or ask for our new power supply guide.

The new MultiDrive XL (3500 V, 400 mA) improves accuracy and reproducibility with automated control.
Rainin Instrument Company supplies HPLC systems for virtually all requirements:

- isocratic
- gradient
- analytical
- preparative
- chemical
- biocompatible
- minimal automation
- complete automation (sampling, fraction collection, gradient control)
- data acquisition by Macintosh®
- data acquisition by IBM PC

Rainin's versatile, modular instrumentation adapts to changing needs, often with relatively minor modifications and upgrades.

Rainin's extensive selection of HPLC columns and chemistries, including proprietary Microsorb®, Dynamax®, and Hydropore™ columns, supports your HPLC applications. At Rainin, chemistry and instrumentation go hand in hand.

Rainin’s people, including full-time technical representatives in key U.S. cities and qualified in-house technical staff as near as your telephone, can help you obtain proper performance from all Rainin HPLC products.

Rainin Instrument Company has been an HPLC-technology company for more than two decades. Our dedication and commitment to HPLC continues as we enter the 1990's.

To see how Rainin Instrument Company can serve your HPLC instrumentation needs, call 800-FOR-HPLC today. (In Massachusetts, call 617-935-3050.)
Accept No Limitations

With the new Tri-Carb® 2500TR liquid scintillation analyzer, accurate and precise results never came easier. Start with proven Time Resolved LSC, a Tri-Carb exclusive. Backgrounds are cut in half, sensitivity is increased by a factor of two, reducing cocktail consumption and slashing disposal costs. Fast, precise quench monitoring, automatic chemiluminescence, and color correction eliminate repeat measurements, regardless of cocktail type and vial.

Add to this Packard's unique SpectraBase™ sample data processor with live spectrum display and postrun DPM calculation. You never have to recount samples even if you used the wrong counting conditions.

Go beyond ordinary calibration. With Enhanced Instrument Performance Assessment, another Tri-Carb exclusive, the 2500TR automatically calibrates itself, monitors counting performance, and even corrects for degrading performance due to component aging. Accurate results are assured today and for years to come.

Use the powerful IBM® PS/2 30-286 or Compaq 386s computer off-line with your personal software, and not miss a count. Or, automatically process multiuser count data completely unattended. The flexibility is unequalled! And, with the 2500TR's new and unique “Smart” windows, protocol setup is always a snap.

With Tri-Carb LSC from Packard you'll no longer limit your experimental design or compromise your counting results.

So why wait? Ask for the 2500TR by name. Packard Tri-Carb
An innovative touch

... in ultra-low temperature freezers.
The future is a touch away with Enviro-Scan™—Forma Scientific’s all new microprocessor-based monitoring system. Maintain temperatures to −85°C in chest or upright freezers. With Enviro-Scan, the future is yours today. An innovative touch from Forma Scientific.

Forma Scientific, Inc.
Box 649, Marietta, Ohio 45750 1-614-373-4763
Telefax: 1-614-373-8466  Telex: 29-8205
Call TOLL-FREE U.S.A. and Canada 1-800-848-3080
FIRST...
WITH THE INFORMATION YOU NEED RIGHT NOW!

Announcing the immediate availability of

CURRENT CONTENTS ON DISKETTE™
CLINICAL MEDICINE

If you need weekly electronic access to the titles of all newly published articles and materials in clinical medicine, and you need it right now, call or write us for a FREE trial subscription to Current Contents on Diskette/Clinical Medicine.

Published by the
Institute for Scientific Information®,
the world's leading provider of current awareness products in science.

Europe: 132 High Street, Uxbridge, Middlesex UB8 1DP U.K. +44-895-70016

FIRST...
with the information you need.
DIALOG INTRODUCES ANOTHER TABLE OF BASIC ELEMENTS FOR YOUR LAB.

There's no symbol for information in the Periodic Table. Yet nothing could be more crucial to your research than complete, accurate technical and business information.

That's why many chemists consider DIALOG an essential element in the modern lab.

As the world's largest online knowledgebank, DIALOG gives you access to a whole world of critical information. Right in your own lab.

For starters, you can tap into the crucial scientific data. DIALOG has detailed information on everything from compound identification to chemical safety data, property data, substance and substructure.

Then you can expand your focus by accessing important, related data that will enable you to look at your work in a broader context.

For example, you can investigate patents, competitive projects, new product markets, and worldwide industry trends. In fact, you can investigate any topic, anytime.

And you won't have to sacrifice depth for the sake of breadth. DIALOG is updated continuously, so the data is always comprehensive and current. And many citations can be conveniently retrieved in full text.

Call today for more information and a free Periodic Table Reference Card. Once you've examined them, you'll see how DIALOG can become a basic element of all your research.

Call us toll free at 800-3-DIALOG, (800-334-2564). Or request information by Fax at 415-858-7069.

DIALOG INFORMATION SERVICES, INC.
A Knight-Ridder Company

The world's largest online knowledgebank.

© 1989 DIALOG Information Services, Inc., 3460 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94304. All rights reserved. DIALOG is a service mark of DIALOG Information Services, Inc. Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
A new introduction essential to everyone in the field...

An Introduction to Neural and Electronic Networks

Steven F. Zornetzer, Joel L. Davis, and Clifford Lau

An Introduction to Neural and Electronic Networks shows how neural networks and neurocomputing represent radical departures from conventional approaches to digital computers, in terms of algorithms and architecture.

Key Features:

* Written by the world’s leading researchers in neural networks
* Provides a primer-like introduction and overview for a broad audience
* Employs a strong interdisciplinary emphasis

In Paperback: $39.95 (tentative)
ISBN: 0-12-781881-2
Casebound: $89.95 (tentative)
ISBN: 0-12-781880-4
February 1990, c. 410 pages

Expand Your Neural Knowledge

Forthcoming in April 1990, the complete reference source...

The Human Nervous System
edited by
George Paxinos

The Human Nervous System is a definitive, up-to-date compilation of our knowledge about the human brain, spinal cord, and peripheral nervous system. Experts such as Amaral, de Olmos, Kaas, Martin, Price, Saper, Voogd, and Paxinos examine the cytoarchitecture, chemoarchitecture, connectivity, and major functions of neural structures.

Key Features:

* 300 photomicrographs
* 200 diagrams and illustrations
* 6,200 bibliographic entries
* Table of contents for every chapter
* Exceptionally cross-referenced
* Detailed subject index

April 1990, c. 1162 pages
$195.00 (tentative)
ISBN: 0-12-547625-6

Special pre-publication offer: $160.00

New Software for Neuroscientists

Brain Browser™

Floyd E. Bloom, Warren G. Young, and Yung M. Kim

including an electronic version of
The Rat Brain in Stereotaxic Coordinates
George Paxinos and Charles Watson

Brain Browser™ is a HyperCard®-based program for the Macintosh® computer. It has been designed to assist beginning and advanced neuroscience students as well as neuroscience researchers in their efforts to organize, analyze, and contribute to the growing, detailed knowledge of the brain.

Key Features:

* Learn the organization and structure of the rat brain
* Develop a more efficient and organized way to write papers and do research
* Add your own experimental results and build a personal database

The Program includes six 800K double-sided disks, containing the four major parts of the application, the supporting utilities, and all the commonly accepted authoritative data. Also included is an instructional manual to accompany the Brain Browser program.

HyperCard version 1.2 or later and a minimum 2 megabytes of RAM on the Macintosh Plus, SE, or Mac II are required.

Brain Browser is a trademark of Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation. Macintosh and HyperCard are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

Demo Disk: $10.00/ISBN: 0-12-107251-7
Brain Browser program: $295.00
ISBN: 0-12-107250-9
January 1990

Order from your local bookseller or directly from

ACADEMIC PRESS
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers
Book Marketing Department #07020
1250 Sixth Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-321-5068

Quote this reference number for free postage and handling on your prepaid order — 07020.

Prices subject to change without notice. ©1990 by Academic Press, Inc.
All Rights Reserved. LK/R — 07020.
Spectroscopy for Research... SLM Leads the Way

SLM Instruments is the leader in the innovative design and manufacture of spectrophotometers and spectrofluorometers for research. From our introduction of fluorescence polarization and time-resolved spectroscopy using the T-Optics™ lightpath, to our patented dual wavelength system, to the world's only multi-harmonic fast Fourier-transform fluorometer, we continue to explore and expand the frontiers of spectroscopy.

Our comprehensive line of instruments and accessories answers the demands of the widest range of research applications:

**Fluorescence Polarization and Photon Counting**
- Highest sensitivity in its class
- T-Optics polarization
- Dual emission wavelengths
- Simultaneous multiparameter measurements
- Photon counting, analog, and millisecond kinetics on each of three channels
- SLM 8000CTM Photon Counting Spectrofluorometer

**Fluorescence Lifetimes**
- Picosecond lifetimes
- Dynamic depolarization
- Phase resolved spectroscopy
- Three-frequency, continuous, and multi-harmonic fast Fourier-transform instruments
- SLM 4800CTM and SLM 4800STM Lifetime Spectrofluorometers and SLM 48000MHTM Multi-harmonic Fourier Fluorometer

**Fluorescence in an Integrated Package**
- Outstanding sensitivity and resolution
- Complete scanning, ratiometric, and timebase capabilities
- Keyboard or computer control
- SPF-500CTM Spectrofluorometer

**Dual Wavelength UV-Visible Spectrophotometry**
- Simplifies difficult analyses such as turbid samples, highly scattering samples, whole tissue preparations, and other complex systems
- Dual wavelength and split beam modes
- Millisecond reaction rate studies
- Stand-alone operation or computer control
- DW-2000TM Dual Wavelength UV-Visible Spectrophotometer

**Intracellular Calcium Measurements**
- Designed for dual wavelength fluorescent probes
- Simultaneous multiple probe measurements
- Unmatched specifications
- DMX-1000STM Multiparameter Cation Measuring Spectrofluorometer

**Stopped-Flow Kinetics**
- UV-Vis absorption and fluorescence applications
- For reactions in the millisecond range or longer
- Maintains full instrument capabilities
- Easy operation

Use the Reader Service Numbers, or call or write to us for more information on any SLM products.

SLM Instruments, Inc., 810 West Anthony Drive, Urbana, IL 61801
(217) 384-7730 • (800) 637-7689 • Telex 206079 • FAX (217) 384-7744
Bachem brings the price of high-quality peptides down to earth.

At Bachem, we believe our customers shouldn't have to pay high prices in order to get high-quality products.

That's why in the new Bachem catalog you'll find peptides of the absolute highest quality at the absolute lowest prices.


So call now for your free copy of the new Bachem 1989-1990 Catalog of Fine Chemicals. Discover page after page of high-quality peptides at prices that aren't sky-high.
BIOLOGICALS AVAILABLE FROM THE NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE (NCI)

The repository of the Biological Response Modifiers Program (BRMP), Division of Cancer Treatment, NCI, NIH, announces the availability of recombinant human lymphokines IL-1α, IL-1β and IL-2 and the monoclonal antibody, 11B.11, against mouse IL-4.

These biologicals are available to investigators with peer-reviewed support. However, manufacturers' restrictions prohibit distribution of these materials to for-profit institutions or commercial establishments. Monoclonal antibody, 11B.11, is available in either 3 mg or 50 mg vials. The lymphokine materials are aliquoted in 100 µg amounts. Use of these materials is limited solely to in vivo and in vitro basic research studies, and are not intended for administration to humans.

Investigators wishing to obtain any of these materials should send requests to:
Dr. Craig Reynolds
Biological Resources Branch
Biological Response Modifiers Program
NCI-FCRF, Building 321, Room 6
Frederick, MD 21701-1013

All requests should be accompanied by: 1) A brief paragraph outlining the purpose for which materials are to be used, 2) the amount desired, 3) description of investigator's peer-reviewed support. Recipients will be required to sign a Materials Transfer Agreement and to pay shipping and handling costs.

1,000 watts of reliable pulsed RF power for your advanced NMR system.

As your horizons in NMR spectroscopy expand, so do your needs for clean rf power and the noise-suppression capability of a gating/blanking circuit.

Our new Model 1000LP embodies the qualities you should expect of your rf power amplifier: Conservatively-rated pulse output of 1,000 watts with Class A linearity over a 100 dB dynamic range. An ample 8-msec pulse width at 10% duty cycle. Newly expanded bandwidth of 2-200 MHz, instantly available without need for tuning or bandswitching. Total immunity to load mismatch at any frequency or power level, even from shorted or open output terminals. A continuously variable gain control to permit adjustment of output level as desired.

And an unexpected bonus: A continuous-wave mode, delivering over 200 watts for your long-pulse applications.

If you're upgrading your system or just moving into kilowatt-level spectroscopy, a few minutes with this remarkable instrument will show you the ease of shutting it down to reduce noise 30 dB in less than 4 µsec. The friendly grouping of lighted pushbuttons for power, standby, operate, and pulse. Finally, the peace of mind from knowing that the Model 1000LP will not let you down when you're most dependent on it.

Call us to discuss your present setup and your plans for improvement. Or write for our NMR Application Note and the informative booklet "Your guide to broadband power amplifiers."

AMPLIFIER RESEARCH
160 School House Road, Souderton, PA 18964-9990 USA
TEL 215-723-8181 • TWX 510-661-6094 • FAX 215-723-5688

Call toll-free, direct to applications engineering:
1-800-933-8181
Here's how you can meter & dose liquids with precision peristaltic pumps.

Adjustable occlusion allows you to adjust the individual tube output pressure and pulsation. Simultaneous multichannel delivery is possible for up to forty channels. Wide flow rates are available from 0.001 to 1700 ml/min; pressures to 45 psi. Available with manual or remote control capability. Select Tygon®, silicone, or Viton® tubing formulations to meet your chemical-resistance requirements.

Use in chromatography, autoanalysis, animal infusions, process monitoring, sterile liquid transfers, and laboratory applications.

Ask for a FREE 16-page catalog, exclusively from Cole-Parmer.

The Micropump Company
COLE-PARMER INSTRUMENT CO.
7425 N. Oak Park Ave., Chicago, IL 60648
1-800-323-4340, FAX: 1-708-647-9660

MICROMANIPULATORS & MICROSCOPE STAGES
- Manual, DC or Stepper Motor Micromanipulators and Microscope Stages
- Pipette Pullers
- Microforges
- Piezoelectric Cell Penetrator
- 24 Pages

Call or write today for your free catalog

MICROTACET
...Exclusively from Cole-Parmer

AXOTAPE 1.2
Tape and Chart Recorder Alternative

No more: slow tape searches
No more: messy chart recorders
(you've suffered enough)

As a STAND ALONE package AXOTAPE enables your PC-class computer to continuously record data to hard disk while simultaneously displaying on your EGA or VGA monitor. AXOTAPE provides direct access to your data without rewinding or cueing—you may jump to any location instantly.

AXOTAPE is also a perfect COMPLEMENT to a VCR tape recording system. With a companion AXOTAPE system you will be able to monitor the data transfer to your computer and insert tags to mark specific locations or filter with an external filter.

Features include:
- Gap-free, continuous acquisition
- High-resolution hardcopy
- Record from up to 16 channels
- Instantly jump to any location
- A/D hardware from Axon Instruments or Scientific Solutions

This screen shows 4-channel dual cursor measurement with Axotape.

Plot any length of high-resolution data on consecutive pages using pen plotters, dot-matrix printers or laser printers.

Call today for our free demonstration diskette.

Axon Instruments, Inc.
1101 Chess Drive, Foster City, CA 94404 USA
Phone (415) 571-9400   Fax (415) 571-9500
Keeping pace with chemistry and biochemistry... for over 100 years

Since 1889, *The Merck Index* has provided pertinent, authoritative information of interest to scientists the world over. Now we are pleased to present the newly published Eleventh/Centennial Edition. This special leather-bound edition provides expanded coverage of therapeutically important biotechnology products, agricultural and compounds of environmental impact, and features an entirely new therapeutic category/bioactivity index as well as CAS Registry Number indices. And you'll find information on more than 10,000 significant drugs, chemicals, and natural substances.

To order, call toll-free 1-800-999-3633, extension 753 (VISA or MasterCard only) or complete the coupon.

Enclosed is my payment for $35.00 for the Eleventh/Centennial Edition of THE MERCK INDEX. I will not be charged for shipping.

Check enclosed. Make check payable to Merck & Co., Inc.

VISA  MasterCard

Card No.  Exp. Date

Name

Address

City

State  Zip

Merck & Co., Inc.
Professional Handbooks
Department 753
P.O. Box 229
Norwood, NJ 07648-9938

Please allow four to six weeks for delivery.
Immobilize Your Resources

The new HiPAC™ Aldehyde Activated Kit makes it easy to create custom affinity supports.

The kit contains three Quer Tip Quick (LTQ™) Columns and an activated HPLC column—all packed with our high-performance HiPAC Aldehyde silica.

To determine optimal immobilization conditions, prepare an LTQ column and inject your protein or peptide ligand. Once the ligand has been immobilized to the silica, it only takes about 5 minutes to purify your sample.

When you're ready, transfer the immobilization protocol directly to the HiPAC analytical or prep-scale HPLC column.

The HiPAC Aldehyde Kit—it's the fastest way to get your separations moving.

For complete information, call toll-free.
No matter how interesting your scientific results are, they're not worth much unless you can communicate them to other people. That's where SlideWrite Plus comes in. You see, our powerful presentation graphics software for the IBM PC and compatibles can turn the data you worked so hard to capture into high impact charts, graphs, slides and overheads – and do it all in minutes. SlideWrite Plus gives you powerful graphing features, full drawing capability, flexible labeling with 16 fonts, and extremely high quality output on printers, plotters, and cameras. And that's just for starters. It's no wonder SlideWrite Plus tied for first place in a recent PC Week poll!

Call us for a free demo diskette right now. We'll show you how SlideWrite Plus can help your results get results.

**Call for your FREE full-featured trial diskette!**
(408) 749-8620
Advanced Graphics Software
333 West Maude Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086

---

**CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS**

**Schrödinger: Life and Thought**
Walter J. Moore

"It is an attempt to analyze a soul, and in that respect, it surpasses even 'The Double Helix' by James Watson in its examination of the most visceral drives of a great scientist."

—The New York Times Book Review

"What is Life? That Schrödinger knew the answer in more ways than one, is revealed to us in this biography."
—Nature

1989 / 513 pp. / 35434-X / Hardcover $39.50

**The Art of Electronics**
Second Edition
Paul Horowitz, Harvard University
Winfield Hill, Rowland Institute for Science

Comments on the First Edition...

"Far and away the finest book on the subject of electronics... in the last decade."

—Optical Engineering

This is the thoroughly revised and updated Second Edition of the single, authoritative text and reference on electronic circuit design—both analog and digital. It emphasizes the methods actually used by circuit designers—a combination of some basic laws, rules of thumb, and a large bag of tricks. A combined student study guide and lab manual is also available.

1989 / 1152 pp. / 37095-7 / Hardcover $49.50

**Human Evolution**
An Illustrated Guide
P.J. Andrews and C.B. Stringer / Maurice Wilson, Illustrator

This book visually traces the development of our ancestors through time from the earliest beginnings to the emergence of modern humans.

Copublished with The British Museum
1990 / 46 pp. / 38624-4 / Paper $11.95

**Rainbows, Halos and Glories**
Robert Greenler

"...a handsome and absorbing book..."
—Scientific American

"...Rainbows, Halos, and Glories is well written, informative, interesting, and just plain fun to read."

—The Sciences

1980 / 195 pp. / 38865-1 / Paper $22.95

---

At bookstores or order from

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
40 West 20th Street, NY, NY 10011. Call toll-free: 800-872-7423, outside NY State. 800-227-0247, NY State only. MasterCard & VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.
NEW INTERIM REFERENCE REAGENTS FOR HUMAN CYTOKINES

The Biological Response Modifiers Program, NCI, USA, and the National Institute for Biological Standards and Control (NIBSC), UK, a World Health Organization Laboratory for Biological Standards, have made available three (3) new Interim Reference Reagents for human cytokines.

The new Interim Reference Reagents are:

- IL-3
- M-CSF
- TGF-β

Other Interim Reference Reagents currently available include:

- IL-1α
- GM-CSF
- IL-1β
- G-CSF
- IL-4
- TNF-α
- IL-6

In the United States of America, contact:
Dr. Craig Reynolds, Biological Response Modifiers Program, National Cancer Institute-Frederick Cancer Research Facility, Frederick, Maryland 21701

Outside the United States of America, contact:
The Director, National Institute for Biological Standards & Control, Blanché Lane, South Mimms, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3QG, UK

Shipments will be made by collect express. Please allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery.
Enhance your vision.

The precision optics of the Olympus BH-2 Series for diversified microscopy. From distortion-free image quality to reduced eye fatigue, they give you performance that is anything but routine.

Then consider the ergonomic design, the exceptional versatility and operational simplicity, the unquestioned dependability. And it's easy to see why the Olympus BHTU model, for example, has become the preferred laboratory microscope of its type in the market.

The Olympus BH-2 Series microscopes—they'll change the way you look at things.

For a demonstration, call toll-free: 1-800-446-5967. Or write for literature to Olympus Corporation, Precision Instrument Division, 4 Nevada Drive, Lake Success, New York 11042-1179.

In Canada: W. Carse Co., Ltd., Ontario.

OLYMPUS
The Image of Quality
It's like weighing the difference between 20,000,000 grains of sand and 19,999,999.

As infinitesimal as that difference may be, it marks a huge milestone in weighing capabilities: the new METTLER AT201 analytical balance.

It takes you to the peak of technology, with a weighing range of 205 g, readable to one hundred thousandth of a gram.

METTLER not only breaks new ground in bringing you the ultimate in precision, but keeps it intact with FACT — our Fully Automatic Calibration Technology.

All that, plus our exclusive DeltaTrac® automatic weighing chamber doors and the best ergodynamic design. For DeltaRange® too, ask for our new AT261, with a weighing range of 205 g readable to 0.1 milligram and a DeltaRange of 62 g to .01 milligrams.

When you get down to the nitty-gritty, it's like having 20 million reasons to move up to METTLER.

METTLER balances are available only from Fisher Scientific or VWR Scientific. All products are backed by METTLER Service Plus®

Mettler Instrument Corporation
Box 71
Hightstown, NJ 08520
1-800-METTLER
(NJ 1-609-448-3000)
The ideal way to measure osmolality.
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